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ABSTRACT
Background Radiology reports are usually narrative,
unstructured text, a format which hinders the ability to
input report contents into decision support systems. In
addition, reports often describe multiple lesions, and it is
challenging to automatically extract information on each
lesion and its relationships to characteristics, anatomic
locations, and other information that describes it. The
goal of our work is to develop natural language
processing (NLP) methods to recognize each lesion in
free-text mammography reports and to extract its
corresponding relationships, producing a complete
information frame for each lesion.
Materials and methods We built an NLP information
extraction pipeline in the General Architecture for Text
Engineering (GATE) NLP toolkit. Sequential processing
modules are executed, producing an output information
frame required for a mammography decision support
system. Each lesion described in the report is identified
by linking it with its anatomic location in the breast. In
order to evaluate our system, we selected 300
mammography reports from a hospital report database.
Results The gold standard contained 797 lesions, and
our system detected 815 lesions (780 true positives, 35
false positives, and 17 false negatives). The precision of
detecting all the imaging observations with their
modifiers was 94.9, recall was 90.9, and the F measure
was 92.8.
Conclusions Our NLP system extracts each imaging
observation and its characteristics from mammography
reports. Although our application focuses on the domain
of mammography, we believe our approach can
generalize to other domains and may narrow the gap
between unstructured clinical report text and structured
information extraction needed for data mining and
decision support.

INTRODUCTION
The interpretation of mammography images is
challenged by variability among radiologists in their
assessment of the likelihood of malignancy given
the abnormalities seen in mammography reports,
and methods to improve radiologist performance
are needed.1–3 One approach to reducing radiolo-
gist variation is to standardize the vocabulary used
in mammography reports. The American College
of Radiology (ACR) developed the Breast
Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS).
Terms called ‘BI-RADS descriptors’ can be used by
radiologists to describe breast density, lesion fea-
tures, impression, and recommendations in mam-
mography reports.4–6

While adoption of BI-RADS can help to stand-
ardize the vocabulary of reports and reduce the
variation in mammography reporting, it is not a

decision support system (DSS) for mammography,
although others have used it as a key ingredient of
DSS.7 8 For example, several works have demon-
strated that statistical machine learning models such
as neural networks and Bayesian networks can be
built using BI-RADS descriptors and clinical data as
inputs.7–9

Although preliminary work to develop DSS for
mammography using standardized vocabulary to
describe the imaging features is promising, few DSS
for mammography have been adopted in clinical prac-
tice, likely due to the challenge of interfacing DSS
with the clinical workflow. DSS for mammography
can disrupt the workflow,7 10–12 since these systems
require the radiologist to enter their observations in a
separate interface, which duplicates the activity of
generating the radiology report. Even if DSS are inte-
grated into a structured reporting system, radiologists
generally find it most efficient to produce reports as
narrative texts rather than composing reports using
structured reporting interfaces. On the other hand,
recording the imaging features in unstructured narra-
tive text prevents the use of reports directly as input
to DSS, since the report content is not structured and
machine-understandable.
Natural language processing (NLP) techniques

for information extraction could acquire the struc-
tured information from reports needed to provide
the inputs to DSS,13 assuming all pertinent imaging
features are recorded in the report. In addition to
providing extracted data as inputs for DSS, such
NLP methods could improve interoperability
among different medical information systems by
providing consistent, structured data, enabling epi-
demiological research and clinical studies.
The goal of this work is to develop and evaluate

NLP methods to extract information on lesions and
their corresponding imaging features (imaging
observations with their modifiers) from free-text
mammography reports, with the ultimate goal of
providing inputs to DSS to guide radiology practice
and to reduce variability in mammography
interpretations.

BACKGROUND
Information extraction from free text is a key task
for our work. A number of NLP systems have been
developed for information extraction from clinical
records.14–21 In general, these systems annotate syn-
tactic structures (e.g., sections, sentences, phrases
(chunks), tokens (words), and their parts-of-speech),
perform named entity recognition, map spans of
text to concepts (such as drugs, pathologies, treat-
ments, etc.) from a controlled vocabulary or ontol-
ogy, and identify the negation context of named
entities.22–29
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Few previous works have addressed information extraction
from mammography reports.30–34 Mammography reports are
unique in several respects compared to other types of clinical
narrative texts, since they contain specialized types of named
entities (BI-RADS descriptors) and unique information extrac-
tion goals. Specifically, it is necessary to identify all the imaging
observations and their relationships (e.g., modifiers such as
imaging observation characteristics, and contexts such as neg-
ation and breast location). It is particularly important to associ-
ate the descriptions of imaging observations with the lesions to
which they refer, since there are often multiple lesions in a
mammogram. In this regard, mammography reports are gener-
ally not directly amenable for use in currently available medical
information extraction systems, which were not developed spe-
cifically for these unique information extraction tasks. Nassif
et al32 developed a system to detect BI-RADS concepts in mam-
mography reports, but did not consider relationships between
concepts. Likewise, Jain et al used MedLEE to encode the clin-
ical information in chest and mammogram reports to identify
suspected tuberculosis and breast cancer.31 35 Since MedLEE
was not optimized for the task of correlating body locations and
visual abnormalities, Sevenster et al36 developed a system based
on MedLEE, which extracts clinical findings and body locations
from radiology reports and correlates them. They found that
MedLEE occasionally failed to extract breast locations with mul-
tiple modifiers, such as upper inner quadrant of the left breast,
although they added the BI-RADS body location phrases to
MedLEE’s vocabulary. They concluded that MedLEE’s gram-
matical rules need to be updated to accommodate this type of
body location; however, as MedLEE is not open source, one
cannot directly modify MedLEE grammar.36

A particularly important limitation of the NLP systems devel-
oped to date is that they do not generally recognize and disam-
biguate multiple lesions that are described in the same breast,
and associate all of the characteristics of each lesion described in
the report with the particular lesion to which they refer.37 This
is a very important problem in mammography reports, since a
concept (e.g., ‘mass’) is often used multiple times, referring to
either the same or different lesions. Hence, it is important to
identify whether mentions of concepts actually refer to the
same lesion or to different lesions. For instance, figure 1 shows
an example report describing two lesions (two different masses)

having different characteristics such as margin, stability, and
shape. To provide accurate input for a DSS from this kind of
report, it is important for the NLP system to recognize the dif-
ferent masses and each of their characteristics so as to produce a
complete information frame suitable for input into a DSS, as
shown in the output section of figure 1.

Our work tackles the challenge of recognizing mentions of
breast lesions in mammography reports, extracting their relation-
ships, and associating the extracted information with the respect-
ive lesions. Our methods recognize named entities and relations
pertinent to mammography, and also recognize and link descrip-
tions of lesions to the particular lesions to which they refer. Our
approach produces a succinct, complete information frame for
each lesion, its observations, characteristics, and location in a
mammogram, as shown in table 1 and figure 1. Such structured
summaries could be directly input into a DSS to guide physician
interpretation of the imaging findings.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A common strategy in developing NLP systems is to decompose
the processing strategy into several subtasks, with each subtask
being executed sequentially before subsequent higher-level tasks
are executed.37 We decomposed our NLP problem into a set of
such subtasks, and we created a sequential processing pipeline
comprising a set of sequentially executed processing modules to
automatically recognize the pertinent named entities in mam-
mography reports and the relationships among them needed to
generate inputs for DSS. Our pipeline is shown in figure 2.

Since a mammography report can describe multiple lesions,
associating each lesion with its respective characteristics can be
very challenging. We developed a strategy to tackle this chal-
lenge by using the anatomic locations of lesions to disambiguate
lesions and their associated characteristics, since it is very
unlikely that two abnormalities would occur in precisely the
same anatomic location.

Knowledge representation
Our information extraction task focuses on recognizing three
semantic types of named entities: imaging observations, their
characteristics (modifiers of imaging observations), and anatomic
locations of imaging observations. Imaging observations are
terms that refer to abnormalities in the breast, such as masses and

Figure 1 Example mammography report describing two different masses and the ideal output from a natural language processing system to
extract the information suitable for input to a decision support system.
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calcifications. Imaging observation characteristics (also called
modifiers) are terms that modify imaging observations to describe
their features, such as ‘spiculation’ to describe the margins of a
mass in the breast. Anatomic locations are regions in which
abnormalities are located, such as the ‘upper outer quadrant of
the right breast.’ We thus pre-defined the following semantic
types of named entities and their relations: Imaging Observation,
Imaging Observation Modifiers, Location, and Location
Modifiers. The Location and Location Modifiers are used to
associate observations with an anatomic location in the breast,
represented as extracted location relationships (table 1).

We used the BI-RADS controlled terminology4 and a subset
RadLex,38 which contains terms for anatomic locations (these
are not contained in BI-RADS), to provide the preferred names
of all named entities. Since BI-RADS was not available in a
structured format, we created a simple ontology structure of this
terminology for our system (‘BI-RADS ontology’). The BI-RADS

ontology comprises an is-a hierarchy of entities with the follow-
ing attributes: the preferred name of each term, synonyms, and
acronyms (figure 3). We developed the list of synonyms and
abbreviations by inspecting a set of 100 reports in addition to a
predefined list compiled by experts.

Processing pipeline
We built our processing pipeline in the GATE (General
Architecture for Text Engineering) NLP toolkit.39 GATE is an
open source framework and also provides several configurable
processing resources to parse words, numbers, and punctuation
(Tokenizer), and to annotate documents based on keyword lists
(Gazetteer lists). In addition, GATE provides a regular expres-
sion pattern matching engine called the Java Annotation
Patterns Engine ( JAPE), which is a multi-pass regular expression
parser tightly integrated with GATE’s document annotation rep-
resentation.39 In our pipeline (figure 2), sequential processing

Table 1 Entity types and modifiers (relationships) to be extracted from mammography reports

Entity type Description Example

Imaging Observation Conditions, problems, etc. The breast, overall, demonstrates no focal dominant mass, architectural
distortion, or suspicious calcifications.

Location Anatomical structure or location of an Imaging Observation The breast, overall, demonstrates no focal dominant mass,
architectural distortion, or suspicious calcifications.

Location Modifiers
Laterality
Clock face location
Depth
Quadrant location
Region
Distance

Relates an anatomic entity to its sidedness: right, left, bilateral
right breast
12 o’clock position
anterior depth
upper breast
central region
1 cm from the nipple

Imaging Observation
Modifiers
Stability
Margin signal
Shape signal
Density signal
Size signal

Relates an Imaging Observation to other information about the
Imaging Observation stable focal asymmetric density

spiculated mass
irregularly shaped mass
breast tissue is largely fatty
10×6×10 mm mass

Figure 2 Natural language processing information extraction processing pipeline.
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modules are executed, producing an output of structured infor-
mation required for a mammography DSS. The various process-
ing modules that accomplish each of the various subtasks
comprising our system are described below, and correspond to
the modules shown in figure 1.

Pre-processing (Tokenizer, POS tagger, numbers/measurements/date)
This module pre-processes input reports using standard GATE
modules for tokenization of words, numbers and punctuation,
part of speech tagging, stemming, annotation of sentences, noun
phrases, verb groups, and measurements.

BI-RADS onto-gazetteer
This processing module processes the input text to annotate the
text using terms in the BI-RADS ontology. We used the
Onto-Gazetteer GATE component to access the BI-RADS ontol-
ogy and to incorporate it into our pipeline. This processing
module can associate the entities from a specific gazetteer list
with a class in the BI-RADS ontology and is aware of mappings
between lists and class IDs. We created Gazetteer lists for each
class in the BI-RADS ontology that has synonyms and acronyms
so that this processing module can match input text to BI-RADS
terms in the ontology by both exact match and synonym match.

Section segmentation
This processing module segments input radiology report text
into sections. Although radiology reports are free text, they are
actually loosely structured in terms of report sections. Each
section has its own heading in most cases (e.g., ‘History,’
‘Findings,’ ‘Impression,’ etc.). Section segmentation was imple-
mented as a JAPE grammar consisting of a set of phases to
annotate section headers and the subtext that belongs to those
section headers. Sometimes a report may not have a section
header to indicate, for example, the Findings section. To tackle
that challenge, this processing component implements an add-
itional JAPE grammar that implements logic necessary to iden-
tify the section. For example, the Findings section of
mammography reports commonly starts with a sentence which
describes the breast density. If there is no section header, the
JAPE grammar recognizes a sentence that contains the first
mention of ‘breast density’ in the report as the starting point of
the Findings section. In addition, sentences, noun phrases, and
verb groups in each section are associated with the related
section heading using JAPE grammar.

Finding and linking Imaging Observation entities, modifiers, and
anatomic locations for each lesion
This processing module scans the noun phrases in the Findings
section (since imaging observations are typically recorded in the
Findings sections of radiology reports), detects BI-RADS terms
to which they correspond, and produces Imaging Observation,
Modifier, and Location annotations to produce information
extraction frames (in examples 1 and 2 below, text representing
a named entity is shown in square brackets and its semantic type
is shown as a subscript).

Example 1: Information extraction of an imaging observation
and its location.

[The breast tissue]Location is [heterogeneously
dense]ImagingObservation

Example 2: Information extraction of an imaging observation,
its modifier, location, and location modifier.

There is [a 1 cm oval nodular density]ImagingObservation with
[an obscured margin]ImagingObservation_modifier in [the right
breast]Location in [the anterior depth]Location_modifier

This processing module implements several rules (using regular
expressions in JAPE) to link modifiers with their entities (table 2).

Determining the context of entities: negation, experiencer,
and temporal status
Clinical conditions can be modified by several contextual prop-
erties that are relevant for our information extraction task;
ConText40 identifies three contextual values in addition to
NegEx’s negation: hypothetical, historical, and experiencer. For
instance, a query for patients with a diagnosis of pneumonia
may return false positive records as pneumonia is mentioned
but is negated (e.g., ‘ruled out pneumonia’), is experienced by a
family member (e.g., ‘family history of pneumonia’), or
occurred in the past (e.g., ‘past history of pneumonia’).40

We implemented ConText as a processing resource within our
GATE NLP system. We used ConText to determine whether an
Imaging Observation entity is negated and to determine its tem-
poral status. For example, for input text: ‘No significant masses
or calcifications or other findings are seen in the right breast,’
the output of this module returns abnormalities as negated, and
if it is a ‘a previously described nodular density,’ the output
returns the abnormality as historical.

Figure 3 Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS)
ontology. The is-a hierarchy is shown and the entity names are the
term preferred names (synonyms are not shown).
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Imaging Observation–Location relationship extraction
To associate the Location information with the Imaging
Observations, we wrote JAPE grammar rules (table 4) for
Patterns 1 and 2 below and added Location information as a
feature for every Imaging Observation. The default value of
Location was assigned as ‘not identified.’

Pattern 1: First, any Location modifier inside the Imaging
Observation annotation (it is annotated as a noun phrase) is
added as a Location feature of the annotation (example 3).

Example 3:
[a [right]Location breast enhancing focus tissue]ImagingObservation:

class = Mass, location = breast (Laterality=right)

Pattern 2: If the Location modifier is not within the Imaging
Observation entity text, to associate an Imaging Observation
with Location information and to add it as a feature to an
Imaging Observation entity, we allow a maximum of four stop
words (SW) and one verb group (VG) between Location and
Imaging Observation concepts for expressions below (table 3).

Co-reference resolution
The same Imaging Observations can be referenced in different
sentences, or information related to one Imaging Observation
can be divided among different sentences. It is important to
identify whether several Imaging Observation mentions actually
refer to the same Imaging Observation. For example, in the sen-
tences in example 4, ‘this mass’ and ‘5 mm oval mass’ refer to
the same Imaging Observation. In other words, these are
co-referential, and resolution of such co-references serves the
critical role of linking related information.41

Example 4:
In the central right breast, 5 cm posterior to the nipple, there
is [a 5 mm oval mass]Imaging Observation. [This mass]Co-referent is
well circumscribed.

We developed a simple co-reference resolution module for
only Imaging Observation entities. First we tag demonstrative
pronouns: this, that, these, and those as Pronoun and the
Imaging Observation which contains any of these pronouns as
co-referent while keeping the Imaging Observation features
(class, modifier, etc.). Then, for a three sentence span, we find
the Imaging Observations and their co-referents by using JAPE
grammar to define the expressions below:

Expression 1: {Sentence contains {ImagingObservation.class=A}
& {Co-referent.class=A}}

Expression 2: {Sentence contains {ImagingObservation.class=A}}
{Sentence contains {Co-referent.class=A}}? (optional)

{Sentence contains {Co-referent.class=A}}
Where these patterns matched in the Findings section of a

report, the features of the co-referent were cloned to its
Imaging Observation pair, and co-referents were removed. This
process helps to avoid duplications in information extraction
from the report.42

Extraction of abnormalities for each report
To extract Imaging Observations that describe multiple abnor-
malities, it is essential to relate Imaging Observations to the par-
ticular abnormality. Our solution approach to this problem is to
use the Location of lesions to identify them uniquely. Gooch
and Roudsari42 considered the set of all mentions, created
subsets according to mention class, and within each subset, com-
pared pairs of mentions in document order. Similarly, taking the
set of all Imaging Observations, we create subsets of Imaging
Observation entities according to their class (determined from
the BI-RADS ontology, e.g., mass, calcification, associated find-
ings, other findings, special cases), and within each subset,
compare pairs of Imaging Observation entities in document
order. In addition to the class of Imaging Observations, our

Table 2 Sample rules for linking modifiers with Imaging Observation and Location entities

Rules Example sentences Features of the entities

Rule 1: Any modifier inside the text of an Imaging
Observation or Location entity is added as a feature of
the entity and the modifier is removed.

There is [a 1 cmsize ovalshape nodular density]ImagingObservation ImagingObservation: class=mass,
size=1 cm (value=1, unit=cm),
shape=oval

Rule 2: If there are only stop words (e.g., in, at, of, with,
etc.) or verb group(s) between an entity and its modifier,
the modifier is added as a feature to the entity and the
modifier is removed.

There is [a 1 cmsize ovalshape nodular density]ImagingObservation with an
[obscured marginmargin]ImagingObservation_modifier in [the rightlaterality
breast]Location in [the anterior depthdepth]Location_modifier

ImagingObservation: class=mass,
size=1 cm (value=1, unit=cm),
shape=oval, margin=obscured
Location: class=breast, laterality=right,
depth=anterior

Rule 3: After rule 1 and 2 are applied, if a Findings
sentence contains only one entity and its modifier(s), the
modifier(s) are added as the feature(s) to the entity
(example 6) and the modifier is removed.

[The mass]ImagingObservation in the central region of the left breast is
[stablestability]ImagingObservation_modifier

ImagingObservation: class=mass,
stability=stable

Table 3 Grammars to detect Location and Imaging Observation relations: stop word (SW), verb group (VG), zero or one (?)

Grammar Example sentences Features of the entities

{Location}
{SW}?{SW}?{VG}?{SW}?
{SW}?
{Imaging Observation}

…right breast demonstrates fibroglandular tissue.
In the central right breast approximately 3 o’clock there is
a 5 mm oval mass.

ImagingObservation: class=breast_density, LocatedIn=breast: laterality=right
ImagingObservation: class=mass, LocatedIn=breast: laterality=right,
clock_face_location=3 o’clock, region=central

{Imaging Observation}
{SW}?{SW}?{VG}?{SW}?
{SW}?
{Location}

There is a right breast enhancing focus in the 8 o’clock
position posteriorly.

ImagingObservation: class=mass, LocatedIn=breast: laterality=right,
clock_face_location=8 o’clock, depth=central
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comparison criterion for the Imaging Observation is ‘Location.’
For example, the first ImagingObservations.class=Mass is tested
against all succeeding occurrence of ImagingObservations.
class=Mass entities in the text, the second against the third,
fourth, etc. Comparisons are made based on Location informa-
tion for each Imaging Observation. At the end of this process
we identified only the Imaging Observations which differ from
each other (example 5 in table 5).

In some reports (example 6 in table 6), the Location informa-
tion of two observations is exactly the same, but the sizes of the
masses are different. Therefore as a second criterion, if Location
information is the same and both observations have size fea-
tures, their sizes are compared (i.e., we use size to disambiguate
the lesions in the same location).

Dataset
In order to develop and evaluate our system, we selected a set
of 500 mammography reports from a hospital report database,
which reports were created using a structured reporting applica-
tion (PenRad, Buffalo, Minnesota, USA). We selected the
reports in this collection so that it had a balanced representation
of the different BI-RADS classification codes (varying from
benign to highly suspicious for malignancy). The reporting
system produced reports with both structured data fields and
free text; thus, it is a suitable gold standard, since the free-text
report has associated radiologist-vetted structured data fields.
However, the correspondence between structured data fields in
the database and the free-text report content may not always
agree, because the structured database is populated by the initial
draft report created by the radiologist, while corrections or edits
to the report during report review had been done only in the
text report. The corresponding structured database was thus not
updated if edits to the text report were made. We dealt with this
limitation by having an expert mammographer review the
reports and the corresponding database entries in those reports

that we used for evaluating our system, and recording the
correct structured data entries for each report.

We used 200 of the 500 reports for iterative development
and refinement of the NLP system; the 300 not used for devel-
oping the system were selected and held out as an independent
test set for the final evaluation of the NLP system. A mammo-
grapher reviewed these 300 reports and database entries to
establish the correct set of database entries for use in comparing
against the study results. Thus, this 300-report dataset com-
prised the gold standard for our evaluation.

Evaluation
We used the 300 mammography report held-out dataset to evalu-
ate our NLP system. We compared the information extraction
frames produced by our system with the structured report infor-
mation determined by the radiologist who reviewed the reports.
We evaluated the completeness of our information extraction by
calculating the precision, recall, and the F measure for extracting
the correct information frames (each lesion and its character-
istics). In doing these assessments, we counted complete matches
(all data in the information frame is correct), partial matches (at
least one modifier of an imaging observation describing a lesion
is incorrect or absent), and non-matches (description of a lesion
is completely missed). We calculated precision as the number of
correctly identified items divided by the total number of items
identified by our system, and recall as the number of correctly
identified items divided by the total number of correct items).43

We calculated the F measure as F=(2×precision×recall)/

Table 5 Example 5

Text Imaging Observations

[A right breast enhancing focus] in [the
8 o’clock position posteriorly] which
measures [5×4 mm (AP×ML)]. In [the 12
o’clock position of the right breast at
mid depth] there is [an oval 9×3 mm
(AP×ML) mass].

1. Imaging Observation:
class=mass, size=5×4 mm

2. Location: laterality=right, clock
face location=8, depth=posterior

3. Imaging Observation:
class=mass, size=9×3 mm

4. Location: laterality=right, clock
face location=12, depth=middle

Table 6 Example 6

Text Imaging observations

There is [a 2.5 cm round mass with a
circumscribed margin] in [the right
breast at 12 o’clock in the anterior
depth]. There also is [a 1.5 cm oval
mass with a circumscribed margin] in
[the right breast at 12 o’clock in the
anterior depth]. There is [a 1.8 cm
round mass with a circumscribed
margin] in the [left breast in the
anterior depth central to the nipple].
Compared to previous films this mass
is increased in size. There also is [a
1.4 cm oval mass with an obscured
margin] in the [left breast in the
anterior depth of the inferior region].
Compared to previous films this mass
is increased in size.

1. Imaging Observation: class=mass,
size=2.5 cm, location=
(laterality=right, clock face
location=12, depth= anterior)

2. Imaging Observation: class=mass,
size=1.5 cm, location=
(laterality=right, clock face
location=12, depth=anterior)

3. Imaging Observation: class=mass,
size=1.5 cm, location=
(laterality=left, depth=anterior,
region=central), stability=increase

4. Imaging Observation: class=mass,
size=1.4 cm, location=
(laterality=left, depth=anterior,
region=inferior), stability=increase

Table 4 Accuracy in extracting complete descriptions of breast lesions (Imaging Observation, characteristic, and location)

Results (counts using our system) Lesions (without characteristics) Lesions (with characteristics) Size Stability Shape Margin Density

Full match 780 723 184 452 232 165 104
Partial match – 57 –

Non-match 17 FN
35 FP

– 1 FP
5 FN

6 FP
18 FN

2 FN 4 FN 1 FN

Precision rate (%) 95.7 88.7 99.4 98.6 – – –

Recall rate (%) 97.8 90.7 97.3 96.1 99.1 97.6 99
Total (gold standard set) 797 797 190 476 234 169 105

Results reported in terms of full, partial, and non-matches to the actual information frames determined in the gold standard of 797 lesions.
FN, false negative; FP, false positive.
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(precision+recall).43 We computed these three metrics at the
level of exact match. In addition, true positive and false positive
rates were recorded.

RESULTS
The gold standard set of 300 reports contained a total of 797
reported lesions. In 102 of the reports, the expert mammogra-
pher noted a deficiency in the structured data entries in the
reporting application database (cases having duplicated, missed,
or deficient reporting of lesions and their characteristics due to
edits that were made to the text reports but were not reflected
in the reporting application’s database). Only the structured
data entries determined by the expert mammographer were
used in assessing the performance of our NLP system.

Our system detected 815 lesions; 780 were true positives, 35
were false positives, and 17 were false negatives (lesions
reported in the gold standard set that were not detected by the
system). There were 57 partially matched cases among the
detected lesions. In addition, there were 12 cases where calcifi-
cation type was not detected correctly and 8 cases where breast
density was not detected.

For the goal of perfect match information frame extraction,
the precision of extracting the mentions of Imaging
Observations with their modifiers by our system was 94.9, recall
was 90.9, and the F measure was 92.8. Table 4 shows the final
results for full, partial, and non-match cases with precision and
recall rates based on number of lesions in the
300-mammography report gold standard.

DISCUSSION
In this paper, we describe an NLP system to extract structured
imaging observation information from mammography reports to
produce an output comprising each imaging observation with its
associated characteristics and anatomic locations. This informa-
tion is necessary to drive a DSS, such as a Bayesian network
model, to predict the probability of malignancy of a given suspi-
cious finding in a mammogram.7 8 The recall and precision of
our system for achieving perfect information extraction for this
task were 92.9% and 89.4%, respectively, which are reasonably
good results, and if generalizable to other reports, could make
our approach useful for information extraction for driving deci-
sion support in mammography with narrative reporting. We are
currently conducting an evaluation study to assess the impact of
imperfect recall and precision of information extraction on the
output of a DSS.

A few studies have addressed extracting information from
mammography reports, including string matching methods and
rule-based methods.30–34 36 Among them, the study most
similar to ours was conducted by Nassif et al in 2009.32 The
results with Nassif ’s system are inferior to ours, likely since it
does not identify whether multiple mentions of an imaging
observation refer to the same lesion or to a different lesion.
Therefore, it overestimates the number of lesions present and
cannot link the characteristics of a lesion to the particular lesion
being described; the system extracts imaging observations based
on how many times the imaging observations were mentioned
in the text. Our system recognizes the context of the mentions
of lesion characteristics by identifying the different lesions in
the same (or different) breast and connecting the characteristics
to them. In addition, Nassif ’s system only detects negation for
each imaging observation but does not check the temporality of
an imaging observation. That system only extracts size informa-
tion for the last imaging observation in the report. Although
relationships were not extracted, their system gave reasonably

accurate results in extracting the characteristics of the imaging
observations.32

It is difficult to establish a large, robust gold standard corpus
of reports for our work because most radiology reports are
unstructured, and it is costly and time-consuming to read
reports and record the structured data by hand. We thus lever-
aged a large sample of data coded by a structured reporting
application, in which the data entry by the radiologist is struc-
tured as part of the reporting workflow, and the final output of
the report is free text. This enabled us to create a large dataset
for building and refining our system, although there were some
limitations to this approach. First, since the bulk of the text is
automatically generated by the reporting system, the variability
in narrative reporting style was not represented, which could
make our results seem better than when applied to reports not
generated using this system. On the other hand, the radiologists
edited this system-produced text in finalizing the report in
approximately a third of cases, which likely added a substantial
amount of variety to the language of the reports. Another limi-
tation is that if the radiologist edits the text report, correspond-
ing changes are not made in the structured database
(a functional limitation of the particular reporting system).
Upon review of the structured reporting application’s database
of structured entries and its text reports, we found a number of
cases in which the database lacked some findings. Therefore, to
establish the dataset for use in our final evaluation, we asked an
expert mammographer to review all 300 reports in our testing
report corpus and confirm the accuracy of the extracted findings
recorded in the report database. Although a larger test set might
be desirable, we believe this was sufficiently large for this initial
evaluation of our system. Future studies with larger and more
diverse reports (specifically not generated by a structured report-
ing application) would be helpful to confirm the accuracy and
generalizability of our approach.

Another limitation in our work is that although the regular
expressions we used in our system seemed to work well for
detecting BI-RADS descriptors, this approach is specific to
BI-RADS and might not work as well if radiologists use other
types of terminologies in reporting mammograms. BI-RADS is a
standardized terminology and recommended for reporting all
mammography, so this is not likely a substantial limitation. In
addition, our system is extensible, and deficiencies in entity rec-
ognition could likely be overcome by adding the appropriate
regular expressions to our processing modules. Our system was
developed in the modular GATE platform, and we encapsulated
the domain-specific processing in JAPE processing resources,
whose regular expressions are compact and human-readable. We
thus believe that such extensions are practical in the future.

Although we included the BI-RADS ontology in our system,
in our system we used it simply for term lookup, and we did
not leverage the subsumption relations in the ontological ter-
minology structure. We did use the ontological structure as a
visual resource in creating our system; displaying the class hier-
archy of the ontology was helpful in defining how to assign
classes to terms in the text as we developed our JAPE grammars.
We are considering extensions to our system in order to use
the ontological knowledge structure in the future to enable the
system to extract much more meaningful information about the
text.

In radiology reports, some sentences do not describe findings,
and eliminating them can improve system performance. Our
system does section segmentation to eliminate non-relevant sec-
tions of the report, except for the Findings section which con-
tains the key sentences that are generally relevant to our
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information extraction task. Of course, even within Findings
section of reports, there may be irrelevant sentences. However,
the information extraction logic we developed is designed to
identify and extract specific information about imaging findings.
Thus, sentences about past examinations, relations between find-
ings, or other non-relevant information in text will not be
extracted, since it will not meet the criteria for our information
extraction rule logic.

There were some cases in which our system failed to extract
the correct information from mammography reports. To detect
negation and temporality, we used the ConText plug-in, which
in a recent study was reported to have a 97% recall and preci-
sion for negation, and 67.4–82.5% recall and 74.2–94.3% pre-
cision for temporality (when assigning historical or hypothetical
values).44 Although ConText was generally effective in our
system, we still experienced some problems detecting negation
and temporality of concepts. For example, in the sentence,
‘A coarse calcification noted in this region was removed,’ our
system extracted the calcification as being present, because ‘was
removed’ was not accepted as a negation term. In another
example sentence, ‘The previously noted dense spiculated mass
at the 8 o’clock position appears considerably less apparent
being decreased in both density and size,’ our system failed to
extract the mass because it is mentioned in a historical context.
In addition, our system does not detect historical mentions of
masses or description of their stability over time, which accounts
for failing to extract this example correctly. We could improve
the system in the future by adding a module to recognize histor-
ical lesions and description of their stability. Another limitation
of our system is related to the span of sentences considered
when searching for imaging observations and their modifiers.
For co-reference resolution, we assume that a span of three con-
secutive sentences is sufficient to link all co-referents and their
modifiers to their related imaging observations. However, in a
few reports we saw that the co-referents could be found in more
than a three-sentence span. In addition, our system does not
extract the ‘count’ or ‘plurality’ information for abnormalities.
Therefore for the text, ‘several nodular densities’ or ‘two 8 mm
intramammary lymph node were reported,’ our system extracted
only one density and one lymph node. An additional limitation
is that some of the assumptions we make about report structure
in building our system may not generalize to reports created at
other institutions; for example, it is possible that section
headers may be omitted. To overcome this in our system, if
there is no section header, a sentence that contains the first
mention of ‘breast density’ is accepted and considered to be the
starting point of the Findings section in the report. We make
this assumption because there is a convention in mammography
reporting that the first sentence in the Findings section describes
the breast density; however, it is possible that in some practices
this may not be the case, and in such cases, our system might
fail to recognize Findings section if the section header is
omitted. Our system is extensible, and such variances could be
accommodated in future versions if we encounter them in
practice.

Our approach is unique in a few respects. A common
approach in information extraction systems is to create rules
that find related concepts based on a 5- or 10-word span.32 On
the other hand, we developed rules based on noun and verb
phrases to link the characteristics to the concepts. Our system
also recognizes and extracts the contexts and relationships of
imaging observations to enable us to extract information about
each lesion in mammography reports, and to associate the
characteristics of each lesion to the respective lesions described

in the reports. This is critical for DSS, since such systems
provide decision support on a per lesion basis. In addition, the
rules we developed to build our system focus on concepts and
relationships (imaging observations, locations, size, etc.) that are
used in radiology domains other than breast imaging. Thus, we
believe that our system may be extended to other domains, and
we plan to expand our work to other types of radiology
reports.

Our information extraction system is based on rule-based
methods. It is possible we could have created similar functional-
ity using statistical methods. Some clinical NLP work is shifting
from rule-based or expert-based approaches to statistical
machine-learning methods, and investigating various useful fea-
tures and appropriate algorithms.28 37 Both approaches have
their advantages and disadvantages.28 33 45 46 Rule-based
methods are easier to interpret, whereas statistical methods may
be more robust to noise in the unstructured data (assuming they
are built from large, representative corpora). In general, rule-
based systems are more useful in narrow domains where human
involvement is both essential and available.47 Since mammog-
raphy reporting is a narrow domain, we developed our system
using rule-based methodology. Combining both rule-based and
statistical methods in the future could provide even better
results and generalizability.

Finally, since our ultimate goal is to extract information
needed for decision support, we are planning to use the output
of our system as an input for a mammography DSS and to
evaluate its effectiveness. We will also study the impact of
imperfect precision and recall of our system on the quality of
decision support delivered by a DSS.

CONCLUSION
There is a tremendous amount of data in unstructured free-text
mammography reports, and extracting the structured content
about the imaging observations and characteristics of each lesion
reported could be useful to enable decision support. We devel-
oped an NLP system to extract information in mammography
reports needed for input into DSS. The main contribution of
this paper is the text processing methods that extract imaging
observations and their attributes from mammography reports in
the setting of multiple breast lesions, relating the observations
and characteristics to each lesion. We believe our approach will
help to narrow the gap between unstructured clinical report text
and structured data capture needed for decision support and
other applications. In future work we will incorporate our NLP
system into a DSS.
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